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The accuracy and repeatability of microgravity measurements for surveying purposes are affected by two main
sources of noise; instrument noise from the sensor and electronics, and environmental sources of noise from
anthropogenic activity, wind, microseismic activity and other sources of vibrational noise. There is little informa-
tion in the literature on the quantitative values of these different noise sources and their significance for
microgravity measurements. Experiments were conducted to quantify these sources of noise with multiple
instruments, and to develop methodologies to reduce these unwanted signals thereby improving the accuracy
or speed ofmicrogravity measurements. External environmental sources of noise were found to be concentrated
at higher frequencies (N 0.1 Hz), well within the instrument's bandwidth. In contrast, the internal instrumental
noise was dominant at frequencies much lower than the reciprocal of the maximum integration time, and was
identified as the limiting factor for current instruments. The optimum time for integration was found to be
between 120 and 150 s for the instruments tested.
In order to reduce the effects of external environmental noise on microgravity measurements, a filtering and
despiking technique was created using data from noisy environments next to a main road and outside on
a windy day. The technique showed a significant improvement in the repeatability of measurements, with
between 40% and 50% lower standard deviations being obtained over numerous different data sets.
The filtering techniquewas then tested in field conditions by using an anomaly of known size, and a comparison
madebetweendifferentfilteringmethods. Results showed improvementswith theproposedmethodperforming
better than a conventional, or boxcar, averaging process. The proposed despiking process was generally found to
be ineffective, with greater gains obtained when complete measurement records were discarded. Field survey
results were worse than static measurement results, possibly due to the actions of moving the Scintrex during
the surveywhich caused instability and elastic relaxation in the sensor, or the liquid tilt sensors, which generated
additional low frequency instrument noise. However, the technique will result in significant improvements to
accuracy and a reduction of measurement time, both for static measurements, for example at reference sites
and observatories, and for field measurements using the next generation of instruments based on new technol-
ogy, such as atom interferometry, resulting in time and cost savings.

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Keywords:
Microgravity
Signal processing
Noise reduction
1. Introduction

Microgravitymeasurements are a useful toolwithin the geophysicist's
toolbox for locating subsurface voids, as the instrument responds to the
physical property that defines a void as opposed to a proxy (i.e. density
contrast). Furthermore, as a passive method, it measures a gravity field
and thus has no theoretical limitations on penetration depth. These
advantages give it a capability unparalleled by other geophysical tech-
niques, especially for deeper features. Instruments such as the Scintrex
CG5 (Scintrex, 2006) performmany corrections to the raw gravity signal
. This is an open access article under
for time-varying effects automatically (e.g. temperature, tilt, tide and
drift), and standard data processing usually consists of data reduction of
the acquired points to correct for variations in the topography and posi-
tion of the gravity stations using well-understood techniques (Gabalda
et al., 2003; Long and Kaufmann, 2013; Nabighian et al., 2005; Seigel,
1995; BlÍžKovskÝ, 1979). However, gravimeters are strongly affected
during measurements by noise, defined as any unwanted signal mani-
festing itself in themeasurements. Noise stems from both the instrument
itself, and from vibrational environmental sources which greatly affect
the accuracy and repeatability of estimated gravity values and must be
accounted for by using long integration times (i.e. the time for a single
measurement cycle should be at least 30 s) for eachmeasurement.Whilst
the majority of surveys are to assess regional gravity fields, setup gravity
the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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networks (e.g. Martín et al., 2011; Charles and Hipkin, 1995; Camacho
et al., 2009; Parseliunas et al., 2011) or locate large targets like ore bodies
(e.g. Nabighian et al., 2005; Martinez et al., 2013), there is a growing
demand for smaller scale surveys capable of finding smaller targets in
advance of civil engineering development work (e.g. Tuckwell et al.,
2008) such as low-density ground, sinkholes and solution features. How-
ever, as the signal from these targets is notably smaller, and the sampling
density reasonably coarse in relation to their size, it is imperative that
data is obtained and corrected with the highest possible accuracy to
avoid the creation of correlated noise signals of a similar spatial wave-
length to signals from potential targets, which may result in the signal
being lost in the noise or false features being detected, especially as
interpolation between points is used on the final gravity map. Whilst
the acquisition of high accuracy data is important with any geophysical
method, the long acquisition time for microgravity data leads to large
costs involved in reacquisition of points and a lower spatial resolution
than other geophysical methods making the acquisition of good quality
measurements first time all the more important.

Several authors have taken long period measurements using multi-
plefield gravimeters (CG3 and CG3M) to assess their long-term stability
(e.g. Debeglia and Dupont, 2002; Bonvalot et al., 1998; Lederer, 2009)
for monitoring purposes. Many of these studies were important for
developing corrections for low frequency noise sources which affect
measurement values between points including celestial and ocean
tidal loading and atmospheric pressure changes. Extensive testing has
been also been carried out on known instrumental effects such as tilt
(Reudink et al., 2014; Liard et al., 1993) and temperature (Bonvalot
et al., 1998), although quantification of sensor and instrument elec-
tronic effects on the final measurement has only been defined as a
general residual once all other corrections have been implemented
(Jiang et al., 2012).

Much less consideration has been given to higher frequency sources
of noise such as wind, vibrations due to traffic and other anthropogenic
activity and ambient microseism noise caused by pressure changes on
the ocean floor due to the action of waves in the open ocean (Ardhuin
et al., 2011). This is partially due to the high frequency nature of these
noise sources and the resolution limitations of the CG3’s 1 Hz sampling
Fig. 1. 30 s sections of longer gravitymeasurements showing the effect of measurement high-fre
(defined as zero). a) Microseism noise only b) microseism and wind noise spikes with nega
earthquake noise introducing a low-frequency signal which dominates the microseism noise.
rate in comparison to the CG5which samples at 6 Hz, althoughDebeglia
and Dupoint (Debeglia and Dupont, 2002) did note the need for statis-
tical despiking techniques to remove statistically outlying individual
samples within the signal processing. These noise sources are often
accounted for in large-scale surveys by positioningmeasurement points
away from trouble spots, such as soft ground or near to roads (Seigel,
1995). However, this is rarely realistic on smaller scale sites and a
more practical solution is increasing the instrument's integration time
to allow the noise to be averaged out using a boxcar filtering approach
(Debeglia and Dupont, 2002). However, as ambient microseism noise
is formed from a superposition of primary and secondary microseisms
(Essen et al., 2003) and other forms of vibrational noise such as road
noise form unequal positive and negative contributions (Fig. 1), the
integration method is imperfect as the partially deterministic signal
causes a mean shift when not integrated over infinite time. Neverthe-
less, integration has been shown to give accuracies of up to 5 μGal
with comparatively lengthy occupations of 15–20 min per point (Allis
et al., 2000) which are commercially unviable due to financial and
time constraints. Another approach taken by Sugihara (Sugihara,
2004) is to use visual inspection of the raw data to find periods of
high microseismic and wind activity and remove them from the data.
Two main problems exist with this method; first it is time consuming
and not necessarily statistically rigorous on large datasets and secondly,
the method does not provide a clear on-site assessment of when a
suitable amount of data has been collected to give sufficient accuracy.
Anothermethod is to address the noise through the use offiltering tech-
niques such as Scintrex's own seismic filter embedded in the CG5’s soft-
ware, which reduces noise from microseismic wave noise and rejects
spikes (Scintrex, 2006), but the operation of this filter is unknown
making replication impossible from the description in the manual, and
no published assessment of the filter in controlled field conditions can
be found to assess its effectiveness. It is therefore recognised that filter-
ing of these higher frequency sources of noise may significantly reduce
the integration times, saving time and money during a survey. This
paper focuses on the quantification of these noise sources which affect
the data quality of single-pointmeasurements and somenovelmethods
for improving data processing using the raw data from the instrument
quency noise. Notice the imbalance in positive and negative fluctuations around themean
tive spikes c) microseism and road traffic noise with positive spikes d) microseism and



Fig. 2. The three instruments used to characterise the noise in the basement in the
University of Birmingham.
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and filtering techniques. This is particularly important with the devel-
opment of gravity instruments based on atom interferometry which
will have an increased sensitivity to both the signal-of-interest and
the unwanted noise.

2. Characterisation of noise sources

The noise sources affecting the accuracy of a single microgravity
measurement stem from two main sources; real environmental signals
such aswind vibration, anthropogenic vibrational noise andmicroseism
noise (Ardhuin et al., 2011) which are visible regardless of the gravime-
ter used, and instrument specific sources of noise stemming from the
instrument's electronics and sensormechanics andwhich vary between
gravimeters, even those of the same manufacturer and model. A
summary of these sources of noise is provided in Table 1, including an
approximate frequency and scale as well as a summary of the methods
currently available to correct the measurements.

2.1. Method and processing

In order to separate these sources of noise, it is necessary to take
measurements with multiple instruments simultaneously (Goodkind,
1986) to assess the long-term stability of the instrument and repeatabil-
ity of the measurements. Measurements were taken using three
Scintrex CG5 instruments simultaneously (hereby designated Scintrex
A (serial number 40867), Scintrex B (serial number 40437) and Scintrex
C (serial number 40018)) for 37.5 h between 19th-21st June 2015. All
three instruments had their temperature and tilt sensitivities recently
calibrated using the procedures specified in the operating manual
(Scintrex, 2006). Data were acquired on a static point in the sub-
basement of the Gisbert Kapp building in the University of Birmingham,
UK (Fig. 2). This location had the advantage of being shielded fromwind
and other sources of anthropogenic vibrational noise such as traffic
allowing a detailed study of instrumental and microseism noise to be
carried out and represented idealised conditions for a microgravity
survey allowing the theoretical limitations of the instrument to be
established. The clocks were synchronised using the GPS attachment
supplied with the instrument, and left to warmup in-place for a 20min
period to allow the instrument to stabilise after transportation as a result
of elastic relaxation of the spring due to tilting and vibration effects
(Scintrex, 2006; Seigel, 1995; Reudink et al., 2014). The three instru-
ments were then started simultaneously using a single remote control
Table 1
Summary of the main sources of instrumental and environmental noise affecting the accuracy

Noise Varies as a
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Linear creep on
sensor springs
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acquire the 6 Hz sampled data from the analogue-to-digital converters
within the instrument, which was necessary to examine noise sources
with periods shorter than the measurement cycle time including micro-
seism noise and vibrational noise from nearby man-made sources.

The effects of different processing techniques on the data are shown
in Fig. 3. Data from each of the instruments were corrected individually
for temperature and tilt using data from the internal sensors and equa-
tions given in the Scintrex's operating manual (Scintrex, 2006) and the
relevant parameters from the individual instruments. An example of
this processing is shown in Fig. 3. Measurements were first corrected
for temperature variations using the inbuilt temperature sensors and
Fig. 3. Examples of the different corrections applied to the gravity data a) temperature correctio
correction. The effects of these different corrections on raw gravity data are also shown f) No co
corrections and celestial tidal model applied j) Temperature, tilt corrections and celestial and
models applied then corrected for drift using linear trend.
the temperature correction coefficient and offset acquired fromScintrex
(Fig. 3b). A mistake was found in the formula in the manual for
converting the ADC counts to tilts in arcseconds and the correct version
was used and confirmed with Scintrex (Eqs. 1a, 1b).

Xobs ¼ ADCX 0:000076295−2:5ð ÞSensitivityXð Þ−OffsetXð Þ ð1aÞ

Yobs ¼ ADCY 0:000076295−2:5ð ÞSensitivityYð Þ−OffsetYð Þ ð1bÞ

where ADC is the value from the analogue-to-digital converter recorded
in the file and Sensitivity and Offset are the tilt sensitivity and tilt offset
n b) tilt correction c) Celestial tidal correction d) ocean tidal loading correction and e) drift
rrections g) Temperature corrected h) Temperature and tilt corrected i) Temperature, tilt
ocean tidal models applied k) Temperature, tilt corrections and celestial and ocean tidal



Fig. 4. The residual tidal signal after data processing steps shown in Fig. 3 and removal with a polynomial fit.
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values stored in the instrument's firmware during calibration respec-
tively (Fig. 3c). Further details on processing raw data from the Scintrex
CG5 to remove instrumental effects are provided by Sugihara (Sugihara,
2004). Celestial tides were removed using an ephemeris model
(Longman, 1959) (Fig. 3d) and the residual ocean tide corrected using
an ocean tidal loadingmodel (Matsumoto et al., 1995) (Fig. 3e). Finally,
instrumental drift, caused by relaxation of the instrument's quartz
spring (described as approximating a linear process over the typical
duration of a survey) needed to be removed (Fig. 3f). In typical surveys,
this is implemented by taking repeat measurements on a single base
station point throughout the survey day to assess the observed changes
in gravitymeasurements after other corrections for time-varying effects
have been applied. However, since the measurements were taken in a
static location with non-varying gravity, the whole dataset was drift
corrected by removing a linear trend. As the instrument positions
were fixed, no further data reduction techniques due to the locations
of the instruments (e.g. latitude, free air and Bouguer corrections)
were necessary. Preliminary examination of the data by averaging the
Fig. 5. FFT analysis of 37.5 h of data collected using 3 Scintrex CG5 instruments simultaneously.
noise predominantly affects the lower frequencies.
individual measurement cycles showed that even with the corrections,
a residual tidal effect (with a period of roughly 12 h) existed whichwas
visible on all three instruments (Fig. 4). In practice, it is possible to
remove this unwanted signal with good survey practice and the
removal of a higher-order polynomial fit for the removal of drift, if
base station measurements or repeated points are taken with sufficient
frequency (at least once per hour). For this reason only sources of noise
above the frequency of this tidal signal (N1 × 10−5 Hz) were of concern
and the remaining tidewas removed using a 6th order polynomialfit, or
equivalent band-pass filtering.

2.2. Results and analysis

In order to better understand the nature of the different noise signals
and the frequencies at which they operate, a fast Fourier transform
(FFT) was applied to the corrected 6 Hz data for the three instruments
(Fig. 5) used to measure in the University of Birmingham basement.
“Real” environmental sources of noise should be visible on all three
Peaks at similar frequencies are shown within themeasurement cycle but the instrument
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instruments whereas the instrumental noise due to differences in the
sensors and electronics between instruments should vary. In the
absence of wind and industrial vibrations, the main source of environ-
mental noise originates from seismic vibrations such as those caused
by the ocean waves (Ardhuin et al., 2011). This noise is visible as two
main peaks which are at similar frequencies on the data from all three
instruments; the main microseism noise showing as a peak between
0.2 and 0.3 Hz and a lower frequency seismic at around 0.1 Hz which
occurred during a magnitude 6.4 earthquake in Chile (Pfeiffer, 2015).
The spectral resolution limits of typically encountered integration
periods are included to show that microseism spectral features will be
included within the associated signal processing operations.

In contrast the noise sources which differ between the instruments
fall at much lower frequencies, below the minimum spectral resolution
of the instrument corresponding to the reciprocal of 256 s, meaning
these cannot be effectively averaged out within the measurement
cycle. These sources of noise represent the practical limitation of the
Fig. 6. a) The error of the mean on individual 256 s measurements representing the efficacy o
measurements from the three instruments.
instrument even in a low-noise environment. According to the Scintrex
manual (Scintrex, 2006), the error on an individual measurement can
be expressed using Eq. (2) which makes the assumption that the noise
during the measurement cycle is white.

error ¼ SDffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DUR

p ð2Þ

where SD is the standard deviation and DUR is the measurement dura-
tion in seconds. The spectra presented in Fig. 5 clearly illustrates that the
noise cannot be assumed to be white and more appropriate signal pro-
cessing formulations will be presented in the next section.

Calculation of the standard deviation values for the three instru-
ments (Fig. 6a) showed that the error on all of the measurements
over the monitoring period was below the resolution of the instrument
(1 μGal), with the exception of the period during the earthquake, where
backgroundmicroseism noisewas higher than usual. However, because
f the averaging process on removing environmental noise and b) the actual errors of the



Fig. 7. Probability density function of instrumental errors expressed as deviation from the mean value after all environmental signals have been removed.
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the frequencies of the instrumental source of noise fall below the recip-
rocal of the integration times of themeasurements, this method under-
estimates the true errors (Fig. 6b). Taking the mean value of the whole
period (507 measurments) as the “true” value of gravity, the same
data can be used to show the deviation from this value for each instru-
ment as a probability density function to assess the frequency of occur-
rence of instrumental errors in Fig. 7. This shows that the practical
limitation on the accuracy of a given measurement is limited by the
instrumental noise and the limitation of the measurement cycle to
256 s.

From this it can be concluded that errors, consequent accuracy and
repeatability of gravity measurements using existing equipment are
determined by two main factors:

1. The ability to integrate individual measurements for long enough to
remove environmental signals or reduce their effects through signal
processing filters such as those discussed later. This can be estimated
using the standard deviation of the measurement and measurement
duration and should be the focus of further noise reduction to both
increase measurement speed and accuracy.

2. Instrumental noise with a period longer than the maximum mea-
surement time, which in practical terms manifests as a pseudo-
normally distributed noise with standard deviations between 1.43
Op�mal Measureme

Fig. 8. The overlapping Allan Deviation
and 2.49 μGal (typically giving a maximum noise of between ±
4–8 μGal) depending on the instrument. This source of noise can
only be removed by using repeatedmeasurements on each spatial
point which reduce the error by an amount proportional to the
square root of the number of measurements.

The optimummeasurement time should be long enough to integrate
the higher frequency noise while being sufficiently short to avoid being
influenced by lower frequency sources of noise containing incomplete
cycles whichmanifest as drift. This can be assessed using the Allan devi-
ation (Fig. 8) which assesses the stability of measurements for different
measurement cycle lengths. At shorter measurement times for all three
instruments the deviation decreases as the noise processes average out
whereas at longer times, the deviation increases due to the drift from in-
strument noise. The optimum measurement time can be found at the
minimum values of deviation which for all instruments is 120–200 s.

3. Survey quality improvement techniques by reduction of
environmental noise

Gravity surveys are often conducted in urban areas, near busy roads
or at construction sites which contain sources of high-frequency indus-
trial and anthropogenic vibration noise. Gravity measurements in the
nt Periods

of the long period measurements.
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countryside or in open areas may be also affected by wind. The air
turbulence is a source of additional high-frequency vibrations. Pressure
differences between the upwind and downwind sides of themeasuring
device can tilt the instrument, adding an additional low-frequency error
to the measurements.

The simplestway of improving data quality is to increase the duration
of measurements. In this case, the error of the data decreases by a factor
proportional to the square root of the measurement's duration (Isotalo
et al., 2008). The typical gravity survey for shallow targets has ameasure-
ment spacing of 2–8 m (e.g. Tuckwell et al., 2008) and can cover areas
of a few hundred to several thousand square metres depending on the
targets and area of interest and thereby contains hundreds of points.
Increasing the duration associated with each measurement therefore
leads to a significant increase in the overall duration of the survey and
makes use of the instrument less efficient. Thus any technique that can
reduce the total survey duration is worthy of consideration.

The task of the surveyor and data analyst is to estimate the gravity
signal, y(t), using a process illustrated in Fig. 9. The actual gravity signal
is denoted by, s(t), and is assumed to be a constant in a time-invariant
landscape. However, this signal is contaminated by amultitude of addi-
tive environmental noise source discussed earlier with a power spectral
density G(f). The estimate is calculated using a matched filter, imple-
mented by convolving the measured time-domain signal with a linear
time-invariant filter impulse response, h(t). The coefficients, h(t),
are chosen such that the signal-to-noise ratio of the estimate, y(t), is
maximised.

A conventional average (boxcar) is optimal when the noise spectral
density is white. Thus given a data collection record window (measure-
ment cycle time) of duration, τ, and a white noise spectral density.

h tð Þ ¼ 1
τ

for 0 ≤ t ≤ τ ð3aÞ
Fig. 10. Raw data collected in s
h tð Þ ¼ 0 elsewhere ð3bÞ

However, as shown in the results above, the microseism noise is not
white, but has a characteristic peak frequency between 0.1 and 0.3 Hz.
When the noise can no longer be assumed to be white, as in all the
results presented within this paper, the power spectrum must be esti-
mated from the sensed data. One approach is to calculate the sampled
covariance matrix, C (Isotalo et al., 2008). This is a symmetric square
matrix of dimensions N by N, typically where N is the number of data
values collected per record at each spatial survey position (N = 180
for a 30 smeasurement cycle time as used bymany commercial Scintrex
CG5 surveys). For example, for a matrix representing a large number of
measurement records, s, each consisting of three samples, the covari-
ance matrix would be

C ¼
E s1−μ1ð Þ s1−μ1ð Þ½ � E s1−μ1ð Þ s2−μ2ð Þ½ � E s1−μ1ð Þ s3−μ3ð Þ½ �
E s2−μ2ð Þ s1−μ1ð Þ½ � E s2−μ2ð Þ s2−μ2ð Þ½ � E s2−μ2ð Þ s3−μ3ð Þ½ �
E s3−μ3ð Þ s1−μ1ð Þ½ � E s3−μ3ð Þ s2−μ2ð Þ½ � E s3−μ3ð Þ s3−μ3ð Þ½ �

2
4

3
5
ð4Þ

where E is the expectation and the mean μ = E[s]. To ensure that the
covariance matrix is non-singular, the total number of sampled gravity
measurements must exceed N2. This requirement would normally be
achieved within a single day during commercial survey operations.
Should fewer data samples be available, then the size of the covariance
matrix would be reduced, typically by digitally low-pass filtering the
input data records and re-sampling at a lower rate, or by sub-dividing
the data records into snapshots of shorter duration.

Having obtained the covariance matrix, the best linear unbiased
estimator (BLUE) (Rao, 1967) may be calculated by

y ¼ 1TC−11
h i−1

1TC−1s ð5Þ

where 1 is anN by 1 columnmatrix populatedwith ones, 1T is the trans-
pose of 1 and C−1 is the inverse of the covariance matrix C. This process
may be considered as that of calculating a pre-whitening filter with
coefficients

h ¼ 1TC−11
h i−1

1TC−1 ð6Þ

Thus, if a typical 30 s data collection record contains 180 samples,
the linear time-invariant filter illustrated in Fig. 9 will also comprise of
180 samples and a single sample will be computed for the signal esti-
mate y(0).

3.1. Background microseismic measurements

To demonstrate the efficacy of this data-driven filtering approach,
the data collected from the three Scintrex CG5 instruments located
in a basement of the University of Birmingham was analysed. These
ub-basement of building.



Fig. 11. Data-driven filter response for an inverse filter approach with only microseismic and instrument noise present.
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instruments were set to collect data for 37 h, equating to 507 records of
1536 samples (256 s observation periods). The raw data from one
Scintrex CG5 is shown in Fig. 10. This shows regularmicroseismic activ-
ity and two transient events. The first is a magnitude 6.4 earthquake in
Chile (Pfeiffer, 2015), the second is presumed to be an unknown local
seismic event occurring in the middle of the night.

In order to compute an invertible covariance matrix, C, the data
matrix, s, was reshaped to a size of 768 by 1014 – corresponding to
shorter, 128 s duration records. Any columns in the data matrix, s,
with a variance exceeding twice the mean variance for all remaining
records were discarded. For the results illustrated in Fig. 10, this process
resulted in discarding fourteen columns of data.

A standard problem with any inverse filter approach will be that
nulls in the input frequency spectrum will lead to very high peaks in
the frequency response of the inverse filter. The commonly applied
solution is to deviate from the optimum filter (BLUE) by equivalently
adding uncorrelated noise to the input signal. In this case the peak fre-
quency response of the filter was arbitrarily limited to +10 dB within
the regions outside the nominal passband of the instrument, whilst
ensuring that the ratio between the magnitudes of the largest to the
smallest eigenvectors was b 108 to ensure numerical resolution limita-
tions did not affect the inversion of the covariance matrix.
Fig. 12. Probability density function of three different estimato
The results of the data-driven frequency response of the filter are
illustrated in Fig. 11. The solid trace represents the inverse filter
approach whilst the dashed line represents a conventional (boxcar)
filtering approach. It will be noticed that the inverse filter effectively
places nulls in the spectrum corresponding to maxima in themicroseis-
mic and instrument noise spectrum. The gain of the filter is correspond-
ingly allowed to increase in regions of very little input spectral energy,
such as approaching the Nyquist frequency (3 Hz). An improvement
in estimator quality would be expected to correspond to regions
where the filter response is supressed below that of the conventional
(boxcar) response.

To demonstrate the possible improvements of this approach for this
measurement environment, the probability density functions of the
estimators are plotted in Fig. 12. Themean of the inverse filter distribu-
tion has been subtracted from the other distributions for visual clarity,
random mean value offsets of the various estimators will remain. All
other low-frequency (b 0.001 Hz) periodic residuals were removed by
filtering before computing the statistical distributions. The solid trace
corresponds to the inverse filter (BLUE) and yields a standard deviation
of 1.48 μGal, the dotted line represents the internal Scintrex seismic
filter algorithm and yields a standard deviation of 2.15 μGal, whilst the
dashed line represents a conventional (boxcar) averaging process and
rs with only microseismic and instrument noise present.



Fig. 13. Raw data collected next to road with moderate traffic density.
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yields a standard deviation of 2.48 μGal. The summary is that under
these measurement conditions, the use of a more sophisticated filtering
approach would result in a 40% reduction in measurement uncertainty,
or the same uncertainty being obtained in 35% of the original measure-
ment time.

3.2. Traffic noise and transient removal

Conventional gravity surveying wisdom states claims that local traf-
fic noise and related impulses degrades survey quality. To test this
hypothesis, a Scintrex CG5 was located in a gas bottle storage room
about 5 m away from an urban road with a moderate traffic density
comprising cars and laden commercial vehicles. The foundations of
this small room were of comparable depth to the road foundations
and the instrument would have been well-shielded from short-term
air pressure variations. It is believed that this scenario represents the
closest a real gravity survey could get to an active roadway. Data were
collected over a period in excess of 8 h and the raw data are presented
in Fig. 13. This data set reveals a surprising result in that very few tran-
sients are identifiablemanually and that themagnitudes of these events
are relatively small.
Fig. 14. Data-driven filter response for an inverse filter approach with m
Of the 453, 60-s data records, two were rejected as their variance
exceeded twice that of the mean for all remaining records. The fre-
quency response of the inverse filter calculated from this data is
shown in Fig. 14. Remarkably, the characteristics of the inverse filter
are very similar to those of Fig. 11, even though the originating data
was significantly contaminated by traffic noise.

The probability density functions of the estimators are plotted in
Fig. 15. The solid trace corresponds to the inverse filter (BLUE) and
yields a standard deviation of 1.87 μGal, the dotted line represents
the internal Scintrex noise reduction processes and yields a standard
deviation of 3.47 μGal, whilst the dashed line represents a conventional
(boxcar) averaging process and yields a standard deviation of 3.81 μGal.
The summary is that in the presence of significant traffic noise, the
measurement uncertainty has typically increased by between 25% and
50% - a surprisingly small increase. Thus, it is possible that the anecdotal
evidence of traffic noise reducing the quality of gravity surveys is due to
the air pressure waves from the vehicles affecting the alignment of the
instrument, rather than originating from a ground-coupled effect.

Current surveying practice usually rejects complete records, based
on the variance of the data exceeding some pre-defined constant. The
discarding of individual transients whist still processing the remainder
icroseismic, instrument noise and significant traffic noise present.



Fig. 15. Probability density function of three different estimators with microseismic, instrument noise and significant traffic noise present.
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of the data record is of interest to the gravity surveyor. To detect tran-
sients the algorithm proposed by Hassanpour, et al. (Hassanpour et al.,
2004) was used. Spectrograms of the gravity signal in the time-
frequency domain were calculated using short time Fourier transforms
with a 32-sample and a 75% overlapping window computed in Matlab.
The results were analysed at frequencies of 1.7 Hz, 1.9 Hz and 2.1 Hz. A
constant probability of false alarm (CFAR) detector was implemented
with a detection threshold of +17 dB corresponding to probability of
false alarm of 10−14 under normally distributed white noise conditions.
Samples were classified as a transient if two, or more, of the three anal-
ysis bands triggered their respective CFAR detectors. An example of an
automatically detected transient event is illustrated in Fig. 16. The top
trace shows a typical 60-s rawdata recordwith the characteristic signa-
ture of a heavy vehicle passing the sensor – the detected samples are
highlighted with circles. The second trace shows the spectrogram, with
Fig. 16. One example of an automatic
vehicle noise being characterised by spectral componentswith frequency
content in excess of 2 Hz. The third trace shows the energy content in the
three, higher-frequency analysis bands – indicating that transient events
manifest across multiple bands. The fourth trace illustrates a constructed
cosine-tapered window used to reduce the effects of transient events
on the estimation process. This is generated by Eq. (7).

w nð Þ ¼ 0 for 0≤ nj j ≤ k
2

w nð Þ ¼ 1−0:5 1:0þ cos
π n−
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ally detected traffic noise event.
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where N represents the number of samples equivalent to the duration of
the transient and k represents the number of samples in the slopes of the
window function.

Implementing an automatic traffic event suppression filter on the
451 data records yielded 1.7% of data samples were contaminated
by traffic noise. Applying a constructed cosine-tapered window to
reject such events prior to a conventional (boxcar) averaging process
made no discernible difference to the statistics of the estimation pro-
cess. However, the data-driven filtering approach was significantly
degraded as the cosine-tapered window adds spectral content to
frequency domain regions amplified by the inverse filter. In sum-
mary, ground-coupled traffic noise appears to be partially coherent
in nature and is well supressed by either a data-driven inverse filter
approach, or a conventional (boxcar) filtering approach. The use
of selective event-suppression windowing does not appear to be
effective.
3.3. Wind noise reduction

It is well-known that wind has a significant effect on the quality of
a gravity survey and wind deflectors are routinely deployed. To isolate
the typical impact of wind noise, data were recorded using Scintrex
CG5 for 13.3 h on 28th Oct 2017. A location was chosen remote from
any traffic noise and subject to turbulent wind vortexes. Automatic de-
tection of transient events was again employed, and a typical transient
is illustrated in Fig. 17. The detected event is identified with circles
superimposed on the data points; all similar wind-induced transients
are verymuch shorter than the traffic-induced events and have spectral
content at higher frequencies.

The probability density function of the estimators was again
computed. The inverse filter (BLUE) yields a standard deviation of
1.60 μGal, the internal Scintrex seismic filter process yields a standard
deviation of 2.78 μGal, whilst the conventional (boxcar) averaging
process yields a standard deviation of 2.71 μGal. This data set reveals
that the inverse filter cannot be time-invariant. The standard deviations
quoted were for a covariance matrix estimated using 6 h of data. When
the covariance matrix was computed using the full 13.3 h, the inverse
filter performed slightly worse than the conventional (boxcar) filtering
process. The spectral characteristics of the microseismic activity were
observed to slowly evolve during this period.
Fig. 17. One example of an automatic
3.4. Commercial survey results

The data presented thus far show that a data-driven inverse filter
approach can provide useful gains, even in the presence of traffic and
wind noise. The statistical analysis of a real gravity survey is more chal-
lenging as the value of the desired estimator in unknown and spatially
varying.

It was initially assumed that all measurement records could be
utilised to compute the covariance matrix and hence the inverse filter.
Interestingly, this led to a set offilter coefficients approximating a raised
cosinewindow (amodified Hannwindow)with performance very sim-
ilar to that of the conventional (boxcar) window. Further investigation
revealed that a multiplicative noise source was responsible for this,
or that the instrument gain associated with the microseismic activity
varied from survey position-to-position. Two reasons are postulated
for this effect; that the ground compliance provides a locally varying
attenuation of microseismic activity, or that the tilt sensor correction
introduces a tilt-related attenuation.

However, common practice is to correct for instrument drift by
returning to a fixed station position at regular intervals. The gravity
value is assumed to be constant at this location and may thus be used
to present meaningful statistical measures and provide data for the
computation of the covariance matrix. As a typical example, the 31st
Oct 2017was randomly selected as a single day of a commercial gravity
survey being conducted at Broadway, Worcestershire, UK. The sur-
veyors collected 265, 30-s records in a day, of which 42 interspersed re-
cords were collected on a fixed station point. To compute an invertible
covariancematrix, these 42 records were sub-divided into 126, 10-s re-
cords of which six were discarded because their variance exceed twice
that of the mean variance of the remaining records. Thus, with a 6 Hz
sampling rate, a 60-point inverse filter was computed for this day. The
inverse filter (BLUE) yields a standard deviation of 3.73 μGal, the inter-
nal Scintrex seismic filter yields a standard deviation of 5.99 μGal, whilst
the conventional (boxcar) averaging process yields a standard deviation
of 7.93 μGal. In summary, the data-driven inverse filter approach ap-
pears to be able to provide a worthwhile improvement in estimator
quality in a field environmentwhere the instrument is being repeatedly
returned to a fixed station position.

Table 2 summarises the standard deviations of multiple measure-
ments collected atfixed station points and at different times. Both traffic
noise andwindnoise lead to increased standard deviations. The greatest
ally detected wind-noise event.



Table 2
Comparison of fixed survey position standard deviations under varying environmental conditions for realistic observation times.

Microseismic activity only
standard deviation

Microseismic activity + traffic noise
standard deviation

Microseismic activity + wind noise
standard deviation

Commercial field survey
standard deviation

Data-driven, inverse-filter approach 1.48 μGal 1.87 μGal 1.60 μGal 3.73 μGal
Internal Scintrex algorithm 2.15 μGal 3.47 μGal 2.78 μGal 5.99 μGal
Conventional (boxcar) filter 2.48 μGal 3.81 μGal 2.71 μGal 7.93 μGal
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effect appears to be from manually handling the instrument by repeat-
edly moving the instrument to-and-from the station position. In all
situations, a significant improvement appears possible by using a filter
optimised for the non-white noise spectrum conditions prevalent at
the time of the survey.

3.5. Further testing in field conditions

In order to further test the data-driven inverse filter in field condi-
tions, an anomaly of a known size was needed to assess the effects of
filtering on the truth-data signal. An experiment was conducted in a
car park, near to the University of Birmingham, UK. A line of data was
collected using a scaffold tower over the middle of two stacks of con-
crete blocks, which were supplied with a known size and weight,
allowing the density contrast to be accurately calculated (Fig. 18a).
The measurement points and the blocks were accurately located using
a total station (Leica TS15) and the position of both is also shown in
Fig. 18b.

The instrument was set to collect raw 6 Hz data, which were
corrected for instrumental errors (temperature and tilt) and celestial
Fig. 18. a) The experimental setup for field testing and b) the
and ocean tides using the samemethods as in the previous experiments
and drift was removed using repeated measurements throughout the
day taken on a fixed base station. Several different filtering techniques
were used on this data to create a number of comparative datasets:

1. Data were left unfiltered and averaged over the measurement
cycle in order to assess the effects of a conventional (boxcar) filter
(Unfiltered).

2. Data were processed using an inverse filter approach with a small
number (b2%) of records rejected as a result of transient detection
(BLUE filter).

3. Data were taken from the Scintrex corrected file using the inbuilt
noise rejecting seismic filter of an unknown type (Scintrex (seismic
filtered)).

All of the processed datasets were reduced to Bouguer anomalies
using standard data reduction techniques (Gabalda et al., 2003; Long
and Kaufmann, 2013; Nabighian et al., 2005) and positional data from
the total station to correct for latitude, free air effects and the effects
of terrain variation. In order to provide a comparison upon which to
locations of the measurement points and concrete blocks.
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base the efficacy of the different filtering methods, the dimensions and
positions of the blocks and their density values were used in conjunc-
tion with a forward model for a parallelpiped (Telford et al., 1990)
to generate the expected response. The results of this simulation and
the recorded data using the different filtering regimes and the residuals
in the data are shown in Fig. 19. The probability density function has
also been included (Fig. 19c) for comparison to the instrumental errors
shown in Fig. 7.

Data showed limited improvements when filtered with the new
technique in comparison to the inbuilt Scintrex seismic filter (RMSE=
Fig. 19. a) The gravity anomaly of the concrete blocks as simulated and measured using the diff
and measured data for each of the filtering methods c) The probability density functions of the
3.87 compared to RMSE = 4.59 μGal) with similar performance for
most of the measured points. However, significant improvement
was observed on one of the points (point 24) which had abnormally
large errors when using the Scintrex seismic filter. According to the
Scintrex operating manual, the seismic filter rejects points outside
of 6 standard deviations from the mean value and therefore it is
possible that the method has rejected too many or too few of the
points giving an erroneous final average. However, without more
accurate details of the sensor's operation, it is impossible to deter-
mine the exact cause of this variation.
erent filtering methods and b) The point-by-point residual errors between themodel data
errors caused by the different filtering methods.
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It is worth noting that since filtering showed significant improve-
ments when the instrument was static, but not in the field data, it is
clear that additional errors have been induced due to the movement
of the instrument between points even though extreme care was
taken to avoid shocking or tilting the instrument excessively during
the survey. Since these errors are not reduced by the filtering process,
it is suggested that they possess a measurement frequency longer
than the instrument cycle time. Similar effects have been noted by
Debeglia and Dupont (Debeglia and Dupont, 2002) who noticed greater
deviations between Scintrex CG3M gravimeters for several hours after
using one in the field. One possibility is that the additional low fre-
quency instrument noise comes from a physical effect on the sensor
spring induced by vibrations or shocks caused by moving the instru-
ment from point-to-point or thermal shock due to temperature
variations between points (Yushkin, 2011). However, given the low-
frequency drift of the additional noise noticed by Debeglia and Dupont
(Debeglia and Dupont, 2002), another possibility is the long recovery
time of the internal liquid tilt sensors which generates an additional
drift on measurements. In either case, the limitation is the mechanical
nature of the instrument and the use of a more stable instrument with
no mechanical parts for field surveys such as atom interferometry
sensors (Freier et al., 2016; Peters et al., 2001; Peters et al., 1999) will
reduce these problems in the future and make the inverse filter
approach invaluable in field practice in noisy environments such as
urban areas. The inverse filter approach is also useful for applications
using a static gravimeter or long-term sets of measurements such as
in observatories, for time-lapse monitoring applications, and for base
stations and reference gravity point as part of national gravity networks.
In these circumstances, the inverse filter approach could provide signif-
icant benefits in terms of data acquisition time and accuracy as shown
during the static measurement tests.

4. Conclusions

This paper has shown that gravity surveys using commercial
Scintrex CG5 instruments are affected by both instrumental andenviron-
mental noise sources during measurements which greatly affect the
accuracy of the collected data and have received little consideration. A
long-term set of measurements with multiple instruments was used to
determine the scale of instrumental noise, which varies between instru-
ments, and environmental noise from microseismic sources. A novel
inverse filtering approach for the reduction of environmental noise was
proposed, and significant improvements in the quality of microgravity
data obtained in noisy conditions were shown (typically between 40%
and 50% lower standard deviations). To further prove the effectiveness
of the inverse filter approach, a field test was conducted over a gravity
anomaly of a known size. The inverse filter approach was shown to per-
formmarginally better than the filter in the instrument's embedded soft-
ware, although the effect was negligible compared to a simple boxcar
averaging process. This is thought to be due to additional noise caused
bymoving the instrument in field conditions which generates additional
sources of noise due to effects on the spring based sensor. However, the
inverse filter approach promises to greatly improve data accuracy and
shorten integration times both for the next generation of instruments
based on new technology such as atom interferometry and for applica-
tions involving static instruments or long occupation times using current
relative gravimeter instruments resulting in cost and time savings. This
will be of significant benefit to geophysical survey practitioners and
will make microgravity surveys viable for many more applications.
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